Press Release  Dated 13.11.2019

Subject: Secretary, Power, Govt. of India Releases BBMB's Coffee Table Book and Video Clip on Bhakra Dam

Chandigarh: Sh. Sanjiv N. Sahai, IAS, Secretary, Govt. of India, Ministry of Power, released BBMB's Coffee Table Book on Energy Conservation on 13.11.2019 at Shram Shakti Bhawan, New Delhi. This Coffee Table Book is compilation of amazing awarded paintings of the year 2018 of school children of class 4th to 9th of states of Punjab, Haryana and UT Chandigarh which are source of inspiration for energy conservation to the entire nation.

On this occasion he also released the BBMB’s Enlightening Short Video Clip on Bhakra Dam, Heart of Northern India, serving in irrigation and Power Sector for the general public.

Sh. Sanjiv N. Sahai, IAS, Secretary (Power), Govt. of India appreciated BBMB for doing exemplary job in organizing the Painting Competition with record participation in the year 2018-19. He further added that BBMB has taken a wonderful initiative by acknowledging the creativity of the young ambassadors by bringing out this coffee table book on energy conservation. He also appreciated the Short Video Clip on Bhakra Dam for the benefit of general masses.

On this occasion, Sh D.K. Sharma, Chairman, BBMB; Sh. Aniruddha Kumar, Joint Secretary, Hydro, Ministry of Power and Sh. Harminder Singh, Member, Power, BBMB were present.
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